The secret to making
yourself irresistible to brickies
is in this unique Pak.

INSPIRING INNOVATION

Our BrickPak just became
a whole lot smarter.

At Brikmakers, even though we believe
our bricks are second to none, we
know there’s more to choosing the
best product for your application than
just picking the best bricks. That’s why
we’ve developed our new EasySlice
SafePak. The benefits are so unique
that we’ve been able to register the
revolutionary design.
Our new Pak design enhances the
superior properties of our bricks by
making them safer and easier to split
and move on your building site.
Not only are your bricklayers able to
work more efficiently but you will have
less waste when using our new Paks.
We’ve achieved this by rearranging the
bricks in our Pak and eliminating the
difficult-to-cut plastic retaining straps
on the bottom of the Pak (as is the case
on all traditional brick packs) so it’s
much, much easier to slice and move
them around your building site.
The all-new, additional, single horizontal
strap makes our Pak safer and more
stable.
If you want much happier, more
productive brickies on your site, order
your next brick order in our all-new
EasySlice SafePak.
In summary the Brikmakers EasySlice
SafePak delivers six big benefits:
1. SAFER.
The new stacking pattern means bricks
from our Paks are far less likely to fall
when straps are cut on-site.
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2. MORE STABLE.
Our Paks are stacked to make the new
EasySlice SafePak more rigid.
Each slice is double-strapped and our
Pak is cross-strapped.
3. FEWER BREAKAGES.
Greater stability and additional
strapping means fewer breakages and
less waste.
4. EASIER MOVEMENT.
Our Paks are easier to transport to site
with slices that are simple to separate
and more stable once moved.
5. BRICKLAYER-READY.
Our new Paks are configured so the
bricks are correctly orientated for faster
and easier use.
6. SAVE TIME AND MONEY.
All the individual improvements in
safety, stability and orientation add
up to greater overall efficiency of use
resulting in less waste on-site.
To order your EasySlice SafePaks, call
us today on 1300 360 344 or simply visit
brikmakers.com
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